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A recipient /institution covered by Title.IX7 shall adopt and
publish grievance procedures providing for prompt and equitable
resolution of student and employee complaints alleging any ac-
tion which wokd pe prohibited by part.

§ 86.8/(0' fitle IX Regulations!/

Today the standard /of the grievance process7 is quite different.
Now the question is, "Do we as managers think this is a decision
so fair and right that we can prove it to an experienced neutral
who does not work.for this organization?" The use of this stan-
dard has fundamentally changed conditions of working life foi the
better. The grievance process which has proved so valuable in

" industry can surely, apply in some way to colleges and universities.

Charles H. Rehmus
2/

Campus grievance procedures, now mandated for most institutions by the Title IX

regulations, ordinarily include informal measures to resolve a grievance, provision for

a formal written complaint from the grievant, a grievance committee with a number of

roles, a hearing committee for cases involving major policyissues and major sanctions,

and a set of policies for the operation and gutdaffe-6OT the grievance system.

Grievance procedures_have two related functions: to determine whether an injury
-?

alleged by the grievant Was the'result of an error in an institution
,

s policies and

procedures or their administration, and if error is.establi$'hed to determine an equi-

table redress for the grievant.

In the light of the Title IX regulations specifically and of changihg social and

legal standards moFe.generally, colleges and universities should reexamine theif griev-

ance mechanisms with particular attention to the following points elaborated in/the

corresponding sections of this paper:

I. Grievance structures in a new codtixt. Is the structure of tradittonal
; .

grievance procedures adequate to today'skequirements7

II. Participation fortnal grievance procedures. Who should participate

if the ptocedured are to operate equitably and prompt

III. Informal grievance procedures. Can theybe strengthened?

L



GRIEVANCE STRUCTURES IN A NEW CONTEXT

Grievances arise out of an institutsion's basic policies and procedures and their
...-administration. Differences in nstitufional size, mission, student body.finances,

.

mix of present employees, and attractiveness to potential employees, to name:only a
. .

feW factors, dictate that each institution establish its own policies and procedures, 4.

\!just as it must administer them. As a consequence, detailed grievance rocedureS of

universal applicability to all colleges and universities cannot be presCribed. Never-

theless, it is possible to identify some structural elements which are today common to

most campus procedures:
4.

,

Informal procedures; usually no more than a provision that the
4z4

grievant and the supervisor attempt, to resolve the problem

before an appeal to a formal mechanism?

Written complaint: a provision that, when informal procedures

have failed to resolvera conflict, the grievanl will indicate

in writing to an apptogriate person or committee the nature

of the complaint, the evidence on which it is basedy-'and the

redLeSAr--sought; ---'-
1

.--Grievance- Committee: this term, used throughout the paper,

refers to an individual, a committee, or a combinition of

the two, who.se functions are to consider the written complaint

and to resolve it or refer it to where it can be resolved.

The bptions of the grievance committee are, considered in

Section/II; 4

Hearing Committee: ,this term refers toacommittee especially
/:

established to consider a particular case in'which it is
7 ,?

mandatory or desirable to prbvide for a quasi- judicial pro-.

./

ces6,,and where major policy issues or severe sanctions

(e.g., dismissai) are involved.

4

In addition to these four common elempts,some procedures --.especially those

detreloped under collective bargaining contracts -- provide for arbitratisn, a procedure

in which ati unresolved case is referred to an arbitrator or body:of arbitrators accept,

able to both grievant and, instittition.

4

4.
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In the light of the Title IX mandate, the question arise's:whether this typical

strycture is adequate to handle grievances,'or Whether it needs modification or
_t

supplementation. Section I deals pith the context in which a decidion abodt struc-

tures willoday have to be ,made.

(a) A new context
1.

fairly ,recently, the resolution of campus grieirances was almost solely

the concern of the institution. Staff, students, and facureir had available to them
,

some versionof the'four.conimon Procedural elements outlined above, and it was ex-

pettedpetted thain'ell but a very small number of cases an equitable resolution would be

reached.: $uitablepoficiei and procedures for faculty members, academic professional.

staff, ay studahts t.e., in disciplinary cages) were developed through experience

in a number of-institutions and some of them were Codified by the American Association
.

of University Professors in a set of documenti dealing With_facultYemployment, due

process, academic freedom, student tightsand other matters.
.3 /

Some unresolved cases

(ftormally contract_andcbnatilaional rights cases) had to be gettled in the courts.

Others were appealed to Committee A of the AAUP which, after investigation and attempts
.. ..,

.at mediation, might as a final resort haVe recommended censure of the administration of. 'r ., , . t . ; .

theinstitdtion. _ .
, ' ,

'Today, the context Is different.. A combination of Ilril times, with its attendant
,. - .

,

eduction.ot oPpartunities for faculty and staff Co shift' "jobs when dissatisfied, and
, ,,. .

the eatablishMent of new forums-i'n Which Cpmpiafilis'may be heard'off campus, have made
c-,. ,. - .

- , .

cOmple4,and costly:litigation-of a grievance poSSible rf-noe always proheble. .Further,
,..,1

.. ,---
. the present state of disarray among the, agencies lo.which appeals may be tade,, especially

. . ,,r
. , . . .

with respect to cases involving an element of illegal discrimiriation; makes'it virtually
,.- .,

, 1 - - - f 4 . .

impossible for an institution to know with any certainty what standardi will be used in

deciding:a case
S.

leaves the campus It is,.in, thi,s.context that Title IX now.mandatesr ,

--\%,t-- :. '.'. ,.';
. . i .

that-urecipient'Anstitutions will 4.adtpt-and;Ublish grieliance prodedures providing for

.prompt 'and equitable resolution of studetit'and ev10,1Cryee complaints, alleging any action
. ,

. ..,: . ter,
which lisip.dba proAfbited byli-iis pdtt,!!

,'.'
, . - :. .."

.::,,. ,.

-4,-- ,-
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(b) Coverage of persons
.. .

The Title fR regulations cover sex dis crfanation in all "recipient"

universities under theirh employment provisiqns and programs for all studen

mitted; they cover the admission of all,graduate and professional students

undergraduate students in all public institutions and. sme fypesof privat

colleges and

is once ad-

, and of

e institutions.

The mandated grievances procedures must apply to all persons covered by the regulations.
. .

This means not only faculty, professional and nonprofessional staff, and students,already
-

admitted, but applicants for staff positions and applicants for student status in the

covered categories.

This is far wider coverage th 'an is now likely to be provided for in most of the

institurams to w hich'Title IX applies. In the larger institutions., some form of griev-

ance
'

procedure has customarily been set up separat'ly for employment groupsiand subgroups.

Thus, the piocedures for grOundskeepersare separate from those for librarians, and those

for faculty separate frourtUose fOr other professiOnal staff.' These separations generally,

follow

tial le

.

lines of supervision which may join only at the vice presidential or presiders -
. .

el: Further, S.Ti!thin the classes, there may be separate procedures established
. ..*

according tothe natureiof the*ievance.

tional ftegulat,ionP!' -- up to its 'last. "ten

Faculty Grievance Commi se -- establishes
,.

bafi nary faculty where,there is no allegation of academic freedoi.or discrimination

isu s, nontenured faculty where there is such an allegation, graduate student, academic

'ad.
staf , and awr professional staff (the last two with similar, but separateptocedure0.

. ,

The verY *all institution is likely to have fewbr different procedures,r, if it has

had any formal procedutes at all -- partly because the supervisory lines very quickly.

reach a dean or president.and the numbers and
,

frequency of cases arelikelY to .be small
...;

As an example, the AAUP'S

tative" provision, number

different procedures for

6RecommendedInatitu-

15, which pails fox .e,

tenured facultypro-!

...

even though the issues may be no less .difficult to resolve fairly. The Mali instxtution

may have'a
.

distfnct advantage, however, in that, with 'short lines of authority, it. is' N. .

possible to make a binding institutional commitment at a very erly, stage in &procedure,
. ,

Because the early tedolution of a grievance is desitable, it islprobably.w11.to
,..

.,
'4 ,,

have a separate,grievance mechanism for each division where the line of authority:isA. "
_,._.

--
lang, rather than to.try to combine them at too early a stage.. Likewise, within the

..- .

line of authority, it ts,probab,ly wise to-try to shorten and simplify the prOceduzeS 1
4,

. . ,,,

so that cases are considered as,iparly as possible by those with the authority to make.' .

. ,
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a final, institution-backed decision. For this reason, the AAUP's "tentative" Faculty

Grievance Committee might very usefully be the first port ofcall for every faculty

grievance passing the inforal'steps, regardless of contract status or the nature of

the issues. It can serve as a screen, mediating the cases it can mediate at an appro-

priate level of authority, hearing and resolving cases within its own authority to

decide, and immediately forwarding cases outside'its authority to the body with author -

_ity to- a ct -is might also be given responsibffity for grievances initiated 4:

by unsuccessful applicants for faculty appointments. -

In line with this reasoning, 'separate grievance committees for all students and

unsuccAssfuistudent applicants, fOr nonfaculty professional

and or nOnprofessibtal employees and applicants, might also
,, ..

classes 91.f e9191.44Ms under a collective bargaining contract,

1.Thate.3?er`the'ilorm of organization, all persons

- to gileVanceliamat be dealt with., ,

Gpievablie issues are those in which there is a

insitution'spolictes (or lack of them), in its prescribed. procedures for carrying out

the policies, in the adminiftration,of these procedures,,or in varying combinations of

these. Thus,.policies and procedures for the recruitment and selection of all employees

thbir assignment, working conditions, promotions, salaries, layoffs, terminations, re-

tirement-,;and fringe benefits all'have the potential for grievances, as do the grievance

pr4CeOures themselves. Similarly, selection and admission policies for students, along

employees and applicants,

be established. (For

seesection II(g) below.)

must be covered and all
;

issuesleading

possibility of an error in the

with policies for attenaance,:grading, discipline, extracurricular activities., and of
..,"

course,athletici, also are;subject'toerrors,%
. .

.-. Traditionally, formalgrievance procedures for faculty and profesSion4l staff have,,

focuSed on major issues:' nonrenewal Of contract for probationary faculty, terminations
?

, .

.of tenured contracts or of other contraFts>in mid-term, and especially' noniepewars and

terminations in which there is an allege on of the infringement of academic freedom.

1 Foifst dents, the emphasis has been on, grievances arising out of sanctions imposed for
1.-'

student Isponduct. Institutional grieVance procedures for nonprofessional employees
t, .-

have sometimes been even less focused, at least until the employees have unionized, at
.- .

which point they have been likely to become far more detailed. -
,

. .
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The Title IX mandate for grievance procedures deals specifically and only with

issue of sex discrimination as it may affect any of the.oategories abave includ-

applicants for admission, and all students'

out of an understanding that elements of sex

ing all applicants for employment, many

once admitted.' Title IX was-legislated

discriminatiori can
9
enter every phase of an

-ees shot students,-and thus it is

bilitfofe grievance covered by Title IX to

The same is true, although Title IX does not

discrimination..

necessary

institution's relationships /of

for institutions to proof it the pOssi-

in relationito any of its policies,

them, for other kinds of illegal_

arise

cover

Issues of discrimination have a broader potential apprication than the earlier

"hard" issue," academic.freedom, although they are in some ways similar. The differ-
,

ence today is that experience with academic freedom issues has given academic personnel.

and institutions some reasonably workable standards by which to establish and administer

policy. That experience is notably lacking in discrimination issues, and thus they will

loom large over the near future. An institutional set of grievance procedures must take

this fact into account.

Serious and comprehensive as it is, the issue of discrimination is not the only
.e-

'important or relatively "new" issue that campuses will have to deal with and for which

they should provide, even if not under a Title IX mandate. For example, a matter espe-

cially pertinent in the current "steady-state" conditions is that of retrenchment

policies in a time)Of economic stress. These have been the subject of several court
. .

cases and a number of articles and have called forth from AAUP the draft of a revised
5/

"Recommended Institutional Regulation." 7 Institutions revising their grievanCe pro-
-

cedures will, wish to keep abreast of the developing body of comment on these issues:

Another issue that directly influences the nature and conduct of grievance procedures

is theta the confidentiality of information. On the one hand, where the'burden to estab-

lish a primi facie case of institutional error is on the grievant and evidence of the

alleged error exists in institutional' files, the grievant is entitled to it. On the

other hand, institutions have a responsibility to protect information legitimately gathered

under a guarantee of confidentiality. This responsibility is recognized to some extent

le

6/
by gui lines for federal agency use of institutional information. No solution to

/

this, ilemma is proposed here, but in finding a solution for its own use, institution's

10

A
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should consider that in the handling of a case which Day result in_off us- Taria tion
i

k ---------------

with a record of campus action the evant's burden of proof very duickly shifts to
c -- ,

an institutional "burden of,going -f rd,"-Wiiich in layman's terms effectively means
-.----- .

__that the in-Stitution must prove izt did not do what the grievant,alleges. Thos, neither

,absolute zonfidentiality nor open files-will work and the institution should if pos-
.

sible, establish in advance and in consultation with its counsel the controls on the

use off infdrmationthat will be needed both by the gfieyant and the. institution.'

ther issues that today are part of the new context are "class issues," those that "

may presented more forcefully by the members of an *affected group than by at indivi7
.

dual in that group. Among them have beenlollege anti-nepotism policies, equal pay for

equal work by men and women, pension benefits,' seniority systems in relation to affirnia-

tive action requirements during retrenchment, and "reverse discrimination" in admissions.
>

Among these examples, the,anti-nepotism policy has been the easiest to handle:. a change

of policy in the institution can remove the,likelihood of class complaints, although . ,

individual cases may still arise. The equaf
*

payjssue is somewhat more difficult, despite

the fact that equal pay for equal-work is mandated by law and precedents exist for tie

Elollar,amounts of back pay to which individuals may be entitled, The difficulty here
,

ifor most institutions s in determining appropriate definitions of "equal work" in the
.,

formula, especially Among the ranks of professional staff and fadulty. The definitions
; .,

are critical in estima1 ng and providing for salary increases and back 'pay, and it may

0
. ,

. ..

take time and 'consid able negotiation. to work out new policies and procedures that will

be,equitable within.the,intricate web of ankinsiitution's 'reward system.

The retirement benefit, seniority system, and reverse discrimination issues are
r . .

even more difficult because, unlike the equal pay issue, there is no conbistent body

of applicable law of precedent on which a'grievance committee Gould rely.

some c
. ..k. is

This, review of me of the current individual and lass issues not anticipated in
,

most traditiofial grievance 'procedures suggests at least two consequences for the strutture

of the grievance mechanism. The'first is that, at the early stage of.a grievance, there
.

should be provision for the intelligent sorting of lases. This meats, for example, that

theArievance committee of a university's College of Arts and Sciences should not try to i

r)esofvehe complaint of'a woman faculty member about her prcirs'pective pension, benefits

if that complaint is based solely on the institution's participation in TIAA. Whateirer

1.1
a

'it
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the grievance committee itself tries, to do in the way of fact - finding, mediation, or

hearings, will be simple wheel-spinning. The second structural suggestion is that pro-

vision be made to establish Ad hoc mechanisms, for dealing with such major policy issues

that may arise out-of individtol or class gievances. The job of the ad hoc mephanissM

will be two-fold: to consider both the revision of the policy leading to the grievance

and the extent of injury and redress to the grievants.

(d) Records . - 1 ,

The foregoing list of issues suggests that.although Title IX itself deals only with

grievances involving sex discrimination it behloves institutions to review and wherq

necessary modify all their grievance procedures. There are few grievances which may not

be alleged to have overtones of sex discrimination.' Good loro,cedures can be helpful in

identifying those that do. But more than thig, as the quotation from Charles \ehmus

which heads this paper'suggeits,

shifted from management answerin

the social Context for the handling of grievan es hasr

g the question, "Do* think we w re right and air in

our dealings with employees?" to,

and right that we can prove It to

organization?"

g

"Do we as managers think thp
. ,

an experienced( neutral who does

r. \'

Although cqflegeSand universities have operated frlyears on

should, be able to demonstrate the rightdss of their th

"proving the rightness have now considerably increased along wit
4

kn which proof is being demanded. Under the provisions of Executive Order 11246 and

.*
a decision s fair

ot work for this

11

the basis that, they

requirementsfor

the number of cases

the regulations bised on it calling for the development f of Affirmative Action Plans by

government contractors, an institution is required to p'ove not only the righness bf

its decisions, but also to demonstrate to the satisfaction of.the staff ff the OffE66
tt

for Civil Rights'of HEW that

likely to operate in a nondi

design goals and prep*e t

in meeting goals'and 6imetables, as judged by the Offi e for Civil Rights, maybe used

its policies and -procedure in making its decisions aret

riminatory fashion. To t is end, the-institution must

etables for minority and women's employient, and its success

as primary evidence in proving rightness and fairness when the next federal contract is

to be awarded. Some of the difficulties arising out of thit situation have recently

been identified by Professor*Jan Vetter and the Administrative Conference of the United
/

States and need not be reviewed here. The point for the grievance procedures is that
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they must be comprehensive and fair and that there-must be a iecord of each case if

affirmative action statistical reports are not to be used ds. the.sole determinant of

equity.

The need-for a clear and complete re d is not that of'forestalling or preventing

later litigationin the Courts.. To the extent that a case deals with a citizen's civil

rights under the law, the citizen cannot be prevented from taking the case to,the appro-
.

priate agencies or the courts ate any time: before pursuing it on campus, simultaneously

with campus litigation, or after the campus procedures have been exhausted. Nevebtheless,
e

.

= if a good record is made of what -was 4.one on the campus and why, and if'what was done was

done according to equitable principles, it is probable thy.t agencies and courts '11

I'be willing to acceptthe record in lieu of de novo litigation of the portions of he
, -

.41 case covere in it.

..How early should the formation of the record'begin, and 'who should be gin it?
. .

'Certainly every formal procedure on campus involving employment and student status should

be accompanied by a record of what was done and why. Thus, it is not enough that a com-

,.mittee recruiting new faculty simply record its decision to recommend individuals A, B,

and C for the current vacancies. Note must be made also df the steps taken to encourage

applications under affirmative action standards, the qualifications sought, the method

of matching individual applications.to the qualifications, and for each rejected appli-

cant the reason or reasons for rejection.

For grievances that arise outside,formal employment-related procedures,-it is not

always clear when a record should be started. Supervisors and chairpersons have many

informal conferences and conversations with staff and faculty members in which matters

of assignments, working conditions, and staff interrelationships are settled without a

suggestion of a grievance. At what point can they anticipate that there may soon be a

claim? Ordinarily, it is only after something else happens (e.g., a colleague getting

a better assignment in the view of the grieyant) that a grievance surfaces. At that

point, the chairperson may regret not having made a formal note of the content of the

earlierconversations, perhaps sending a copy to the staff person. Reliance on memory,

on either side, for dates and facts is common, and to make a note of everything said

in the course of day-to-day contacts seems wasteful if not idiotic. Perhaps in ,cases

like this, the supervisor's first step on learning of the grievance is to prepare a

I,



.1

memorandum from memory and whatever notes pay be available, sending a copy to the

grievant. If the grievance continues; this can be the initial record.

3

.

. . Among professionals, of course,'there may be an unpleasant implication in the
. .

making of notes: formality replaces the informal give-and-take based on trust, and

the initiation of a. record in the anticipation of fut/ Ure trouble may appear to inviEe

a self-fulfIlling prophecy. If this problem .is openly considered on campus, it,may
, .

. .
turn out not to be, very significant; and adequate record-keeping can become an accepted

1/4. .

convention. (

(e) The structure of grievance riechanismp
5

Although today's context in which4grievances must be heard is'very different,from

that in which the traditional mechanismsiwere established, there appears to be no.compel-
.

ling reason to alter or add:to the ,fundamental functional structure asdefined at the

opening of this sectip': :informaL'procedores,written complaint, grievande committee,

and hearing committe

In very small institutions, it is possible that a Single' set of the four elements

could manage all grievances, whether arising among students, faculty, or professional

or nonprofessional employees. In larger institutions, thee will be multiple sets.to

provide adequate coverage both of'the persons and the issues. Deciding how many sets

leads us to the sedond group of considerations under the genera). heading of partidipa-

eboim in formal grievance pnbcedures.

14
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II

PARTIC ATION IN FORMAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

Grievances are not reso

is instructivein judging

grievant_. selects one arb

defendant together, or

from a jointly accepta
k

but rather for their amiliarity with the kinds of issues the grievant and defendant

believe to be impor :nt 41 the case. All three arbitrators are supposed to be impartial,

knOwledgeahle, ski eed in eliciting pertinent evidence, and' experienced.

The arhitrat n process also is instructive in t at the duties and authority of

d by structures but by people. One form of arbitration

should participate in formal grievance procedures: the

ator, the defendant selects another, and the, grievant and

two arbitrators already selected, select a third, often

list. In theory, the first two are 4osen not as advocates

--r
the,arbitra'tors e spelled out. Their job may,. for xample, be to judge whether

the terms ofa ion contract,were violated, but not t judge whether the terms

are fair or gv legal. the awards they prescribe may likewise be limited. Some of
.

the principles that apply to arbitration systems are also suited to a campus grievance

system: impa tiality, 'Lowledge'and skill, and definitions of the range of activity

and authorit

The two principal funotiont of the ggevance procedure,.as has been noted, are to

determine thee institutional error has occurred and if s-6-4ai constitutes an appro-

priate redr vs for the grievant. In deciding who should participate in.the procedure,

therefore, Lis useful to examine in more detail,the formal steps that.the grievance

bodies may take (subsection a); the need for promptness (b); and problems related to the

nature and extent of redregs (c). These in turn raise the quest on of whether a grieVr

ance committee can be given the authority to make ,awards (d), ah what qualifications

such a committee should have if it is to be given the authority '(e and f). This section

concludes with brief comments on grievance procedures.under collective bargaining (g),

and special provisions for discrimination cases (h).

15.
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(a) Actions in formal grievance procedures

"A grievance body may fincirerrot in an institution's policies, prescribed in the

procedures for carrying them out,'in e administration of the procedures or in com-

binations of these. Eror"s in administration have sometimes been further subdivided into
.

procedurhl errors (e.g., failure to notify an'emploYee,of an adverse tenure decision

within prescribed time limits)" and substantive errbrs (e.g a deficient evaluation of

the performance of an employee).

By the tithe a grievance has passed the informal stages and the grievant has.pre-

12 -

pkred a written complaint, the issues should have be4n sufficiently refined sothat the

sources of the alleged errors have been identified and an impartial anak.knowlidgeable

grievance committee can begin the necessary sorting that eventually leads to action.

.The grievance committea's options include the followingi

1. Refuse action after a reviewof the written complaint, alongwith

such additional information as the committee may solicit in order

to determine whether a prima facie case of error has been made.

If such a case has' not been made, the committee may refuse further

action, givinrits reasons for doing so. If a prima facie case

has been m de, one of the following actions may be taken.'s

2. The grievance committee itself engages in gore formal fact-finding
. ,

and mediation. It should be possible to take this action in most

cases brought to the committee: those in which no major institu-
k,

rional policy is being questioned and those, for which the committee-,
*

is so composed as to have the impartiality and include the knowledge

and skill to resolve the case with record that will stand scrutiny.

To the extent that the institution is persuaded of the collective

qualifications of the committee, it may choose to -give it the auth-

ority to make some awards subject to post-award accountability.

Thd inititutioncin its fiduciary capacity will have to set lithitd

on ductawards, but it could grant a suitable committee consider-

able.latitude.

3. Refer the case immediately to higher authority. A properly consti-

.tuted grievance committee will recognize early that certain kinds

10
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of cases cannotbe resollAd without special.handling-beyond

the competence or authority of themSelves or a hearing CQM-

bittee. They should not waste,the grielAnt'i and their time

with these, other than to make a reCotd of thereasons.fOr -%

their conclusion, and. should send them to a' designated adminis-

trative office along with any recommendations they may have for

the nature of special treatment.

4. Remand the case for a replay of the ocedures that led to the-'

grievance. The purpose of a replay to give the grievant a

undersecond chanc'e nder,corrected conditio or to, complete an inade=

quaerecord'of ehe.first round. ItTe its, for example, the,'
. ,

4ttro4ction of evidence that .may have been ignored, or an-oppor-

'tunity preytously,denied at-the grievant to ,question witnesses.

4.

It is often used,.for these purposes by courts in civil cases.

Care slitoOd betAken, however, that a replay not be prescribed.

as a punishmnt,for the original' committee, aplacabo far the

grievant, ora dodging of responsibility by the grievance cm-
-.

mittee. The committee shoni,gl be abil frankly and with knowledge

to debate the issues involved and chooSeanother option for

actions including handling the case itself, if a replay appears

to be perfunctory or punitive.

Forward the case to a hearing committee. The hearing committee

is established when a particular case arises that requires a. '

quasi-judicial dpe-procest hearing. Such cases include those

with severe sanctions (e.g.,'dismissal) and those :with corn=

plexities that the grievance Committee cannotphandle'ami still

meet its responsibility of acting promptly on a'wide range of

cases. Reference of a case to a hearing-committee may be
C 5

initiated either by the grievance committee or by thetadminis-

tration. What is envisioned is a committee with responsibilities

that may include but'are broader than those covered by the AAUP's

Recommendeq Inatitutiopal Regulation #5'-- broader to cover other
4

*,

I
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'kinds of cases than those envisioned by the regulation-

es well, as to accept cases where the urden of proof may

be on the grievant and not on the admi istraticin

The extent of the committee's authorl to make an award

should be spelled out for each caie.in he chargeto the

committeq"and may vary according to the nature of the

case and the composition of the committee.

6. If the campus procedures permit, forward the case for arbitration.

Ordinarily, this step follows the failure of other steps to

resolve the case. It is designed to provide an equitable

resolution without the delays and expense of litigation be-

fore the courts or governmental agencies. Whether a ca-se

that includes a record of arbitration will fare better off-
,

campui than one.that stops with a complete record of the

campus handling of thecase under sound and explicit pro-
,

"' cedures cannot be .kioN4n. In Alexander v. Gardner-Denver the
.

U.S, Supreme Court judged thaan arbitrator's award did not

,-bar a grievant from access-,to the courts. But in a recent

case the Equal EmploymentOpportunity Commission and the

parties toa'union contract all agreed to submit a case to

an arbitrator and to authcirize him to determine an award
/

normally only in the power of the federal district judges.
8

Whether this practice, presumably' accepted by EEOC in the

interests pf.helping to clear its overloaded docket, might

be deferred to in case of a further appeal by the grievant

remains tto be seen. And whether, and under what circumstances,

institutions might decide to include arbitration as a final

step in a griev ce procedure depends on many circumstances,

including whether a pus union makes this a matter for,

bargaining, as many of them have already done.

If arbitration has values that existing procedures do

not,, it is'possible that the extra step arbitration would

r
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introduce could be anticipated by making the earlier procedures

resemble thosl of arbitration, and by training the persons in-
/

volved to assume roles more like arbitratdrs- than advocates.

7. Separate the elements of a case and take two or more of the above

actions simultaneotisly. This step.may be required in cases in

which the grievance camAittee.discovers an error in prescribed

university policy or procedure; although not nedeSsarily in its

administration, and where it,must refer the policy Correction to

,,:another authority but may be able, by:a different step (e.g., a,

:replay, or its own mediation) to resolve the particular case equi-

tably and promptly'.

Each of these steps is. affected by requirements of promptness and the. varying

nature of redress that may be awarded, and each raises questions about the authority

and the'characEeristics of the grievance committee.

(b) Promptness

Promptness in settling a grievance is desirable for the grievant (except the one

who may want to stretch a grievance into a period of extended income), for the institu-

tion, and for those involved'in the procedures themselves. Promptness is therefore itself,.

an element of equity, and the absence of promptness may legitimately be the source of an

additional grievance.

The arbitrary administrative decision from which there is no appeal is, of course,

the promptest, but on the grounds that a grievance deserves a hearing of some sort, that

certain grievances are entitled to complex hearings, and that whatever is done in the

formal procedures requires a record that will qxand scrutiny, to some extent promptness

must give way to procedures and procedures take time.

The time required can be kept to a,minimum by deducing tke number o steps that

must be taken,and providing that a prescribed step can be taken quickly. Informal pro-

cedures can ordinarily be handled quickly since they usually involve few persons and

the lines of communication are short. A time limit (so many days from the time the

events leading to the'complaint occurred or were discovered, or from the date oaf a fail-
.

ure of informal procedurei) is ordinarily a legitimate requirement tor'the'filin of a

formal complaint.

19 .
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There follows the review of,'the grievance committee, which should be expeditious
, , ,

aid lead quickly to we of the options listed above. Promptness suggests that a single

body to sort and assign all cases within a particular adminieicativeC.Chain of authority

(e.g., faculty cases,,student cases, professional employee cases, and nOnprofessional

employee cases) is likely to serve promptness better than the initial consideration of

cases by separate groups, each constituted to deal with a different issue: applications,

discrimination, academic freedom, rinrenewal of contracts, and soon. A grievance com-.

mittee for all faculty matters, for example, having gained experience, should quickly ,

be able to determine which of
.
the optional actions should be taken. An additional ad-j

vantage of a single committee is that it may have enough business to, give its own fre-

quent meeting schedule a high priority rather than force the members to readjust their ,

schedules only when a need-for its services arises.

If a case is,to go on to a hearing committee, the problems involved in promptness',

may be multiplied unless care has been taken in advance to provide* for _the committee's.

makeup and activities. For example; instead of naming only enough persons to fill the

slots of a single hearing committee, a good deal larger panel may be named in order to

provide for substitutions for health, scheduling, or other reasons, or for challenges

and withdrawals for potential conflict of interest. Time-rcan also be saved' if the

necessary staff to prepare schedules, mat ials, physical facilities, and ttanscripts,

and to do other es ential chores were yea do so, so that the committee itself need

convened only to organize, hear the case, and prepare its report.
44

Other sources of delay should be anticipated and provision made for gliariaging them. .

For exatiple, delays ,requested by the contending parties should not always blacced4d,to:

standards for approving them, should be set. Accommodation to institutional vacations

and holidays must be anticipated to avoid, if at all possible, as much ai.a three-month
, .

lag in dealing with a grievance.

P4haps the most difficult delay arises when a grievance cannot be resolved until,

a questiiin'of policy not in the power of the grievance or hearing committee to decide

is con0d.dered by other bodies. College policy bodies and governing boards are.ordinarily
,

not under, the gun of deciding particular cases.promptly and they deliberations usually

are tied to the academic calendar, with major policy modifications often taking a matter

of years to be finally established. Although the process'. certainly could be speeded up,

too much speed may cause a failure to consider adequately some of the intricate balances
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that need to exist if a policy is-ttlwark veil. There is no easy answer but the problem
.

..-

of resolving the immediate grievance may be to some extent controlled by consideration

of factor; dismissed iith the next: two Subsections.
,..

.

L.

(c) Redress : .

.,

..:1

i

A tole of those involved in the grievance piocedutes is to determine a suitable re-
,

dress where error is found. Pirst to be considered, of .course, is what the grievant wants.

This cam be an apology, the correction of a record, the restitution of a minor financial

loss, a change in working conditions or assignment, or oppbrtunities for%dvancement; it can

be the renewal of 'a contract denied under earlier procedures, or the award of tenure or

promotion; it can be equalization of salary, with or without a claim to back pay; it can
.

be the deposing of a colle4gue or administrator; it can be large monetary damages for the

"loss of reputation" or for personal anguish. The list could be extended, particularly in

the realm-of psychological satisfaction.

Second to be considered is the redress the institution, as represented by its adminis-

trators, governing board, legal advisers, and financial.supporteri (including legislatures),

may be prepared to give when there is a showing of institutional error. Some'of this is

governed by law: hack pay in cases, of discrimination, or pe alties resulting from "insti-
,

4
tutional negligence" which often will be paid simply on the p -sent- on of a claim with

suitable evidence. But the-institutlonal response-to a claim for redregs will depend

very much on its4,own confidence that "'-the award ip reasonable, will be accepted, and will

not expose the institution to further claims that individually may be unreaponable or

collectively may be beyond its ability to meet at the same level for all cases.

These concerns of the institution are ittle motent fo.0 r the individual grievant

'who wants the claim settled and redress according to hisor her own view of the injury.

A grievant is not concerned that reinstatement or a large sum in compensatory damages

may well set precedents that institutional interests cannot properly accept.
,

Grievanae committees, and especially hearing-committees dealing with complek cases,

can be caught in the middle and need far more guidance than they, ,characteristically have

had. Problems seldom arise when the monetary stakes are low or when redress (as with a

work reassignment) is in the competence of an institutional subunit to carry out with

some dispatch. Nor is there much difficulty in the few cages in which a reasonable re-

dress is spelled out in institutional regulations and the grievance committee naming the

redress' can expect it to be awarded.
tk
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The most difficult areas to,deallaith are those where the
I

is clearly excessive and those where there is no agreement

award should 1;e. An illustration of the first arise; when,

award may be specific.

on or precedent for what

because of a pramdural

error, a grievant is awarded an appointment, reinstatement, or tenure regardless of his

qualifications for the jqb. In this matter, the AAUP's regulations -- or at least some/

committees' interpretations of them -- have appeared to say that proof of a procedural

error, however slight,supersedes a sound qualitative, judgment in.determining reinstate-

ment, of that a delay (even a procedurally avoidable one) in settling a grievance after

a negative tenure decision may automatically confer "de facto tenure." `There should be

provisions in institutional regulations, where appropriate, to stop the clock for those

whose, grievance claims have been accepted for litigation, with the assurance that if

theilitigation results in reinstatement on the merits, there will be no loss of status;

and that if error.has been found, but reinstatement is not called for, a suitable redress

may include monetary damages, or may only *restart the clock for the salary that would

have been
4
paid following the original decision under the institution's "minimum period

of notice" provisions.

An illustration of the second major problem in redress is to be found, in discrimina-

tion cases. Here precedents are lacking because of the h4torical fact that discrimination

as an issue on campus was until recently not recognized as redressable. Now that it is,

it should not be impossible -- even though it may be difficult -- to establish some work- .

ing understanding for use at least in the campus procedures. In the absence of any such

standard, the system is opento a variety of'blackmail in which an institution may have

to balance paying a. settlement even where it is not deserved against the expense of having

to 'litigate every Case off - campus, perhaps with ali'untutored grievance committee's recom-

mendation as part of the grievant's claim for excessive damages.

What, the price of discrimination should be is not within the scope of this Paper.

The question should not be harder to answer, and perhaps sqtewhat easier, than the question_

of the price of:academic freedom, a major issue on which by now we have at least some

guidelines. It is worth noting that there is an enormous range of error between, on the
,

one hand, an announced institutional policy of discrimination.in employment or admissions

and, on the other, a demonstrably discriminatory statement of a.single member of'a faculty

committee considering tenure,or a student counselor advising,a student. It should not be

beyond the abilities of an institution to debate these differences, consider the clear



legal strictures in,some sorts of cases, ancOcome to agreement on at least the outlines

of the kinds of redress the.grievance procedures may lead to in various cases. The exer-

cise may have additional benefits in sensittzing the community to the issues.

The point for the grievance committee is that in the absence of appropriate guidelines,

it may be unable even to know whereto assign a grievance, much less whether it can resolve

the grievance itself. Although we cannot expect a schedule of redress to be as exact as

the penalties printed on the back of a traffic ticket, nevertheless some movement can be

made toward the kinds of minimum and maximum penalties often'prescribed by law for the\

use df.courts.

,(d) Authority
. .

The effectiveness of a grievance procedure is directly,, related to the distribution of

authority on the campus. For day-to-day operations, the authority that may ultimately re-
-
side in the governing board is in part assigned,to the president, who in turn reassigns

some of it to administrators, facul,ty, staff, end students. The essential element in this

authority is the ability to decide, subject to a post-decision accounting. In ali bup the,

smallest colleges, the distribution of authority from the president's Office is 14ely to

divide early and follow long and entirely separate line.$e . For example, in a large univer-

sity, the academic line begins with a vice president, splits among a number of deans, from

them to departmental. chairpersons, and from them to faculty Individuals and committees,

while on the nonacademic personnel side a similar division goes to supervisor's in the

maintenance division, the business offices, and
t.
so on.

-

This division has obvious consequences for the grievance procedUres. First, becauSe

grievances often can be settled (i.e., decided) close to the operating' level, there should

be an effective grievance machinery within each of the major lines of authority. Second,

to be effective-the grievance bodies should have access to all elements within that line.

Ordinarily, this means separAte grievance machinery for each of the'affected classes of

persons: students, professional employees, nonprOfessional employees, and faculty.

Where there is overlap at the end of a line (e.g., avid service clerk under the

supervision of a departmental chairman),,the appropriate grievance line can be specified.
.

(This has sometimes been a problem with graduate teaching assistants, but'it is no inr

q
soluble.)

Although the structure of campus' decision-making may clearly suggest the local on
.

of grievance committees, it is trit as clear'about-the question of a committee's own

rN
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authoiity. It must of 'Course have the authority to investigate grievances submitted to

it. Its authority usually extends to mediation and te) conducting hearings that my be

leX,tensive. However, in two respectsothe committee's authority is often extremely limited

or ambiguous: it can recommend action by another body, but not demand it; and it can
. . ...

recommendan award but not give it.
--.

4

As an example of the first, a grievance iommittee ordinarily can only recommend a

replay of a departmental tenure review. In 5pntrast, civil courts often command a replay

''''in employment cases as part of a judicial decision, with orders abouthow the deficiencies
.

of the initial remj.ew are to be corrected As an example of the second, a grievance corn-.

mittee can determine that a specific redress is warranted and can recommend its award,

but it cannot itself make the award. A court can command an award.
.- .

If it could be assumed that the grievance committees on campus were at least as

impartial, skilled, and experienced as any combination of persons whose roles are to make

the final caippus decisions, then it should be possible to pass to the committees the

authority to make final decisions subject only -- as in the case of, administrative deci-

sions, in the chain of authority -- to some form of post-decision accountability.

Our review pf the issues likely to arise under grievances today ensures that some
.

final decisions must be reserved to the top administration, especially those in which there

are as yetno precedents or the law is unclear. But it is also probable tht under suit-

able circumstances the authority of grievance bodies could be strengthened.
/
How, then,

does one increase the probability that those involved in the grievance procedures will

be impartial, knowledgeable, and experienced?

(e) Knowledge

When faculty cases get to court, there is a tendency on.the part of academic commen-
i

tailors to suspect that the judge "doesn't understand academic life" well enough to make

a good judgment, and they are surprised if he does. :Ibis. suspicion has at its root the

peer review system for faculty employment, advancement, and terminations.

The peer review system reserves to the faculty the responsibility for judging the

qualifications and performance of faculty members on the grounds that only professionals

in a field are capable of properly judging professional activities. In well-run systems,

a number ofelementary safeguards are provided: clear policies and procedures, criteria

determined and published in advance of a review, evidence of qualifications and performance

to be invited from the person under review, other evidence to be made known to him with
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an opportunity to challenge or supplement it, and so forth. But once all these measures

are taken,.the matching of the evidence and 'the criteria takes place in the minds of the

,,judges and the results of their judgment and the reasons for it can be reported only by
.

them. Many grievances challenge the quality of that judgment. 41

The convenional,grievance committee, either by_the statutes undei which it is set

up Or because of its own belief in.the need to rely on the judgment of professionals in

the grievant'a fipld, is not empowered to substitute its judgment for that of the

sional or departmental professionals. Its focus is usually, therefore, on identifying

procedural or administrative errors and, when it recommends a re'PlaY, it,confines its

recommendations to the correction of procedural deficiencies. Where clearly illegiti-
. ,

mate judgments have governed the initial decision, the recommendedprocedures,for 4

replay mayrequire each judge to record the reasons for his conclusion or call for

. additional 'departmental' judges..

As an alternative in,some cases on record, an agreement has been reached to submit

the question of professional qualifications and performance to professionals outside the

original department, either elsewhere in the institution or outside the institution en-

tirely. This, too, has some problems, especially in the .definition Of what the outside

professionals are to. decide. It should be specified in advance whether they'are to rate

qualifications and scholarly production against their knowledge of profeSsional activity

generally, or professional activity in a particular type of institution, or whether they

are empowered to decide all the questions that must be answered if the, grievant is to bc

given tenure or a promotion in this department at this institution.

Proposals have been made recently that professional associations offer to suggest

outside judges to serve as arbitrators in cases where the initial professional judgments

in a faculty personnel case have been challenged, It would seem that such a siep'should

be taken only after the procedures for the selection of the arbitrator nd a careful

spelling but of his role have been agreed'to by all parties.
10/

The peer review systeA sets knowledge -- specifically, the specialized knowledge of

a field -- as the chief qualification for the judges of faculty performaLe. Knowledge

of other kinds pertinent to a personnel deciiiri,it is assumed, can be supplied through

training and experience. Impartiality is ensured not only by professional ethics but by

a variety of procedural safeguards.
'

25
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Those who argue for the abolition of the peer review system do so on the grounds

that it is inherently partial (i.e., unfair)' because of the subjective element it nec-

essarily includes. They would require that all personnel decisions be based entirely

on quantifiable, objecitive measures, but.they have yet to demonstrate that such measures

-can adequately provide accurate evaluations of professional performance, n diverse pro-

fessionalfields. Itis signj.ficant, however, that the attack on the peer review system

is anattack on its alleged failure to ensure impartiality, rather than in the validity

bf the base on.which it rests: knowledge of a field.

In the current employment and student context outlined in Section I, knowledge of

a field does not become any less important than it has been, but other kinds of knowledge --

about discrimination, the law, federal requirements, dOe process -- become far more

important than before in both the initial actions that may lead to a grievance and the

grievance procedures themselves. To the extent that this knowledge iS, absent, or not

properly. applied, cases will move to agendies or the'courts where the importance ,of pro-

fessional judgment may not be given the standing the professionals think it should have.

Although many courts have deferred to professional evaluations by peers, some have not,

awarding appointffients or reinstatements on procedural grounds alone, and federal and

local agencies by their actions have shown a.similar tendency.to.rearrange the profes-
-

sionals' priorities.

To ignore these issues when establishing institutional policies and grievance mech-

anisms isto invite the destruction of the peer review system and the loss of its edu-

cational benefits altogether. The best defense will be to strengthen the guaranteeS of

impartiality and to widen the knowledge that is brought to bear in all actions that may

lead to grievances, as well as in'the grievance procedurds themselves.

The need for knowledge also suggests that those involved in grievance procedureS

must receive training for their roles to make up for individual lack of experience a d

Skill. The training requirement is especially important today as the numbers of persons

and numbers of issues to be dealt with in grievances multiply. For the foreseeable

future, training must be continuous if good decisions are to be reached.

(f) Impartiality 4

Judge: I,pray against bled'. And against vanity._,

Madrigal: And -- for charity?

'26
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Judge: That's outside my job.... I ignore the heart, Miss Madrigal,

and satisfy justice- Every little line on my face is written

by law, not life.... I have to remember the things they said

they-said -- but didn't. I have to decide according to dry

facts when appealed to in passi

Enid Bagnold, The Chalk Garden
11/
--

The judge had, 15 years earlier, sentenced Miss Madrigal to death for murder and

then commuted the sentence to imprisonment because "there was a doubt." The dialogue

illustrates again the ambiguous nature of impartiality as it has been recorded in

scripture and legend. Probably a perfect impartiality would be a monster if it existed.

What we Seek instead is to guard against the obvious sources of unfair-partiality and to

ensure, as best we can; that what remains is not concealed..

The.arbitration model given at the opening of Section II above illustrates both

these principles. The decision to subMit the case to arbitration is a decision to get

judgment from persons who do not stand to benefit from whatever decision is reached,

and therefore are removed from the principal source of improper partiality. Yet, the

choice of the first two arbitrators, one by the grievant and one by the defendant, re-
,

cognizes that arbitration to be successful must include some measure of understanding

of the special circumstances of the, two parties. 'Also, of course, the provision is as-

sumed to impibve the level of knowledge in resolvingthe case.

The third arbitrator is not only a tie-breaker. More importantly, he or she serves

to help all three to find a suitable balance among the conflicting claims of the dissi-

dent parties.

The requirements of distance, on the one hand, and familiarity, on the other, are

antithetical, and yet for grievance procedures to be effective both muse be present and

in balance., It is not, therefore, only because of the costs and difficulty of litigating

every grievancefoff-campus that it is desirable to attempt settlement on-campus. Instead,

it is because we expect better settlements to be made on- campus.

Grievance committees for the initial hearing of nonprofessional employee disputes

and student complaints on-campus frequently have representatives both of the employees

or studentsa,on the one hand, and the administratioi on the other. This has not been
IP

common in the case of faculty grieVances. The AAUP's recommended Institutional Regulations

27
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call for an "elected faculty grievance committee" for initial hearing of grievances not

otherwise provided for (regulation 415), a "duly elected faculty committee" for, informal

inquiry into dismissal ltd certain other serious cases (#5), an "elected faculty

hearing committee for the full-dress hearing6 required under regulation #5,

and a "review committee" with unspecified membership for ttonrenewel cases, where the

only options are reassignment of the case to the original deciding'body (#2? p refer-

ence to the committee handling fu/l-s-cale hearings (410). For graduate student academic

staff and for "other academic staff" each regulation (413 and #14) calls for "a duly

constituted committee."

The exclusively, faculty committee acting to determine.error and recommend or assign

redress departs from the arbitration model,
*

for it relegates the presentation of admiais-

trative concerns to advocates appearing before the committee and fails to ensure that they

are represented, impartially to be sure, on the body that decides the case, as they are

in some student and other employee cases. It would also appear from evidence in cases

heard in this way (and some of them publicly documented in AAUP censure recommendations)

that more satisfactory and more rapid conclusions might have been reached if the hearing

committee had included administrators. The system also may'encourage faculty members
0 - .

asking for a hearing before an exclusively faculty 'grievance body to expect, tivt body to

temper its impartiality with advocacy, particularly if the grievance is with the adminis-

tration and not with the actions of another faculty member or committee.

This system has the additional unfor to effect of making the negotiation of redress

inevitably follow the report,of the hearing committee, with the hearing committee's recom-

mendation a more or less public starting place. (Headline: "Faculty committee Says

Reinstate.") Some coMmittees, understanding the desirability cd,bringing both sides

together, if possible, so that a recommendation will be accepted promptly when it is made,

undertake informal consultation with members of the administration, but a grievant

_awarded less than he or she thinks appropriate may-publicly castigate the.committee for

going outside its farMally assigned role and may, in fact, institute a grievance against

thergrievance committee itself.

. In deciding who should be represented on grievance bqdies, the notion of accountability,

should be considered along with authority. Ideally, an imiArtial committee is accountable

for its impartiality and skill to, those it serves. Thus, a college or university faculty
0
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grielrance committeels accountable to the college or university to deal with faculty

grievances, and the college or.universityincludes faculty, students, other employees,

administrators, and members of the governing.board. In, fact, all the committees ad-

ministering institutional policies, including 6Ose that make appointnient and promotion

recommendations at the department level, are so accountable. Further, all those in ad;

ministrative roles catrying out institutional policy,are So accountable. 121 It has

often been noticed, how ever, that the liability for deliberate or.inadvertent error,

including personal financial liability in actions reaching the courts, may fall heavily

,upon bo rd members and,administratOrs and not at all upon faculty committee members.

Altho is may,jielp explain an administration's hesitancy to gi'e final say to purely

peer co it ees, it would not prevent. placing heavier teliance on the recommendations of

a commit e in which . administrative concerns have been represented in the formulation of

the recommendations.

(g) Collective bargaining,

Virtually all of the considerations reviewed above must be taken into

an institution negotiates grievance procedures
13/

%;one of 3,ts2employee g'i.oups. 7
'

ColleCtive bargaining by its nature forces

in a collective bafgaining

the procedures to stay in

account when

contract with

°.
the chain bf

authority applicable to a particular group of employees, i.e., the "bargaining unit."

.The principal difference bdtigeen managing grievances Under a union contract and without

one is that the union agent is a new administrative entity in the system. For member

grievances, the union will negotiate a grievance procedure in)Which at some point the

union agdht becomes the advocate for the grievant against the institution.

Superficially', such an arrangement appears neater, and therefore somewhat more manage-
;

able, than traditional arrangements where judicial and advocate roles may be ambiguous.

For one thing, since the union paysl the bill for grievances and wishes to conserve its

resources, drawn from member dues, it will establish a mechanism for consulting with the

grievant and screening out the cases it believes to be trivial or easily solved informally.

Also, the union will try to build 1.$ contract with the institution so that the forums in

which a grievance is handled with the administration are limited, and the roles of both

administrators andan union agent are prescribed: If arbitration is included, there are

/

similar limitations,
14/

I

. .
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The conventional pattern of. industrial collective bargaining does not, of course,

always work as smoothly as its advocated suggest. Union agents, under pressure to keep

the attention of their members, may press unNinnable cases in the grievance procedures
15/

when winnable ones ar4 in short,supply. -- By prescriptions in the contract that only
4 '

certain persons in the'admini4tration are authorized to negotiate grievances, and

within the terms of the current contract as monitored by.the union agent, opportunities

for informal settlements may be missed, or even settlepents,more'beneficial to the griev-

ant than the union, protecting its contract, feels it can allow. Also, there has been

some anxiety among faculty members that union representation -- although they may have

favored it for potential salary benefits will reduce their traditional roles in shared

governance of the institution and prevent or overly complicate some faculty-administration

relations they like. This anxiety has led to a number of different arrangements, usually

based on excluding from collective negotiations a number of areas of faculty governance

and, individual negotiation (e.g., for teaching assignments). In addition, as industrial

experience and a considerable number of recent court cases show, both union activities

and the contracts negotiated between a union and an institution.are likely to be chal-'

lenged as illegal, unconstitutional, or violative of an individual member's rj.ghts, Ind

the individual member or classes- of members are ot prevented from sizing the union, the

institution, or both simply because both have administered their contract provisions%

expert/N4 Finally,

be brought by union

tration. For thege

where faculty governance and peer review are common, a grievance may

members against,other union members rather than againstthe.adminis-

and other reasons, collective bargaining does not have all the answers
0

either.

The Title IX regulations mandating grievance procedures apply equally Yo unionized,

and nonunionized employment groups. Nondisoriminatory procedures will therefore have to

be part of a contract. One may speculate whether the mandate for a grievance procedure

for unsuccessful job applicants may not give the union more trouble than it does the

institutibn.

(h) Discrimination cases J

It will be some time before cases potentially or actually involving charges of dis-

crimination an be dealt with confidently even by reasonably well- trained people.

Et)

16/

. .

Some.inst utions have tried,to meet this probtem by assigning such cases to aspecial

.body for hearing, not always spccessfully. Sometimes this is becauselthe body already

,
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has another role...inyolving A measure of advocacy, sometimes because the special'gro4's
. .; . , ..

- expertise should_ have' keen brought to bear before the initial decisions were made fhe.f
., ,..

led.to,the,gtkevance, and sometimes because a speclal group for discrimination,,thOugh

it bag expertise in the one area, lacks expertise in a number of others that must be

dealt,with simultaneously with discrimination. Pot example, therg,are eiemeifts in non -

renewals and dismissals thatere common to all such Cases whether or not discrimination
.

is a fictor as well. -Ie seems unwise'to have vwo separate committees dealing'with these

common elements. ,''

In the past, some ins*tions have recovized that ,any grievance case may have
..

regal elements which the committee members cannot beexpected to-know about, and therefore

.at the request of the committee a counsel hes'been assigned to attend to the proceedings,
. .-7'' , ' -' ,4. .

to advise the chairperson and mebbers, but not to participate in the questioning or to
. .. , .

.

-

Note. Itmaybe necessary toprovide
e
some such service for cases. in which discrimination

is otmay.be an issue, not,only at the,stagpef a grievance but also before a procedure
,

(e.g., filling .faculfy.vacancy, tertin? tenure considerations) is undertaken. Whoever,
.

or'whaidvergroup, undertakest4s service will in the next few years be keptreasonably
.

.

busy as experienCe and legal and _administrative agency decislOns multiply. Even if one
. .

cannot .expect-perfection, such a Seryice'should substantialli-reduCe costly

of ignorance, although,

(i) '(Participation

The considerations in this bection,addedtogether, pose the most. difficult question

in managing grievanCe procedures: who should have the authority to aecide'upon an award4?

On, the one hand, the demands of equity for the grievant reqUire that the procedures be.

impartial and prompt and that any award due be ,granted in full measure. On the other,

a powerless r.weak grievance committee, especially one without guidance and training,

it may' also increase direct institutional costs.

errors born

can mismanag or delay a resolution,to the detriment of both the grievant apd the institu-

tion. Impli d in the discussion is the possibility of, working out modifications in tra-

ditional procedure/s so that grievance committees can be strengthened in both experience
,

And represeptation, and then be given the authority to make awards under acceptable guide-

lines and subject only to post-award accountability.

)
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INFORMAL GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

Most formal grievance procedures provide that an informal step to identify and re-

solve grievances be attempted before the first formal statement of a grievance is pre-
,

pared. Usually, this step calls for a conference with a uliervisor in the chain of

authority, but quite properly-it does not prescribe the scope of the conference. This

procedure presumes that the supevisor is knowledgeable, impartial, and skilled in'per-.

sonal relations, and has the authority to resolve many kinds of grievances. Where these

conditions obtain, the kinds of cases unresolved by the conference are likely to fall

into a limited group.of categories: those in which the grievant is certain that the

supervisor is the cause of hits distress; those the supervisor has no authority to resolve;

and those in which thy cause)Of the distress is beyond the supervisor's skill or experi-

ence to resolve.

Each of these categories has its familiar examples, and in each the question arises

whether the case is properly:moved next to formal procedures or whether there are addi-

tional informal steps that are desirable. In the first instance, if the grievant's

distress arises froM a decision of the supervisor and together they cannot work out a

solution, it is still possible that third-party mediation Can be helpful. One form is

the services or auombudsman. This may simply be someone both parties trust and agree

to listen to; it may be a person the institution has designated for the rote; it may be

a committee chairperson whose role includes informal mediation. A somewhat more struc-

tured approach (admittedly, the border between formal and informal procedures gets thin

at this point) might call for eachparty to select a perscerof his or her choice, these

to,select a third person, and, the three selected to consider the case and propose a

resolution. This technique might also serve in cases in which the superviSor is trying

to resolve difficulties between two employees.

In the second case, where the supervisor does not have the authority to resolite a

grievance, his informal role may continue if he shifts'to the stance of mediator. A

familiar example is the student complaint of inappropriate faculty behavior lodged with

an official of a central student personnel office. The lines of authority on the faculty

side meet those of the personnel office just short of the president's office. If the

student has already tried and failed to get a hearing in the faculty member's department,

or is apprehensive (because of a possible adverse effect on, an important grade), about
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trying to get a hearing, the student personnel officer may properly seek an informal con-

versation with the department chairperson without following authority channels through

vice-presidential offices. Although sometimes delicate to handle, ordinarily all the

parties involved benefit if the case can be resolved without resort to formal complaints.

Other cases in which the supervisor does not have the authority to resolve the issaa

may be referred directly to whatever level might resolve them. Part of the supervisor's

skill is judging whether the referral should be'for further informal steps (e.., arrang-

ing a conference with the president) or for formal action in the grievance machinery.

The third example, the case that is unresolved because it is beyond the depih otthe

supervisor's skill and experience, includes those most difficult for anyone: superviLr,

grievance committee, family, or friends. Examples include the alcoholic or the psychotic;

the chronic nit-pickers and litigators; the fanatics for a cause or against a person or

,system; the destroyers and self-destroyers.

Of all society's institutions, colleges and universities, fo, good reasons, have been

among the mosk accommodating to unconventional behavior, in many cases to the benefit of

the institutions and society.. The general ethos in relationships among the persons in-'
.

volved, colleagues and students, has properly been flexibility in adjusting institutional
1 .

practices to the variety of thought and behavior that is believed to lend richness to the

setting and the work to be done. This ethos, however, may incourage supervisors either

to suspend judgment and thus defer what might be beneficial action or to pass the buck

to someone else who may be just as incapable of acting. This is sad, but even sadder is

the case of\ the supervisor without the necessary experience who gainsgains the confidence of

the employee,and then finds his own untutored efforts to help wholly ineffective, SQ that

he also begins to suffer distress.

There is no easy solution to suchicases, but it may be wise for a.supervisor (or an

ombudsman or other person facing such cases) -- first asking the agreement of the griev-

ant -- to choose and consult with other persons about the case, and then to base action

on the results\of the consultation. The action may well be that the consultants join

the supervisor n the next interview with the grievant. This is not passing the buck:

it is a legiti te,khough informal, augmentation of the supervisor's own skill with that

of others, and t might be far more helpful to the grievant than formal' processes. ti
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A paper dealing with grievances, especially at such length as this one, may very

early give the impression that the working world is a minefield in which merely the sound

of a voicein irritation may detonate a fatal explosion. Not So. It is, or can be, a

place in which human beings can stretch 'Oletr minds, exercise their skills, share their

discoveries, and experience with friends the pleasures of intellectual absorption. It

is also a place where disagreement; even when rhetorically insulting or scatalogical,

Can be good natured and healthy, and can lead to improvements beneficial to everyone.

Such a Utopia does not.i4st happen, even in the,best'6,f economic times. Yet bad

economic
.

times, and tines of social change which require nw.relationships, do not mean

inevitably that the work place must be a snakepit. In all times, good and bad, what is

needed is st.raight.talk: not mean talk, but honest talk about the issues and about the

personal feelings of the participants. It has been characteristic, particularly in larger

organizations where participants are necessarily diverse, to meet divergences of position

with structural remedies and official language. These serve some useful purposes, but

if total reliance is placed on them, they can become a growing house of cards where the

only meaning is what.is printed on the,faces of the cards. The element that is washed

oht.of the system first is humor, which with its cousin irony has rare healing powers.

Eliminated from the formal system, humor can serve its purpose only in the informal

measures for dealing with grievances. If only for that reason, it is important that

the informal steps in grievance procedures be preserved and strengthened.

t
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_ needs and standards of higher education may be the preferred way to
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